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ABSTRACT

This chapter concerns the state of the literature on early childhood education (ECE) – formal programs offering group instruction for children younger than the standard eligibility age for public education. I describe how ECE programs can be convincingly evaluated and why they may or may not work to narrow gaps in well-being across the lifecycle. The methods, the findings from their application, and their proper interpretation rest critically on who participates and when and where that participation is situated. Because there is a great deal of variation in the answers to these questions even within the United States, I focus on the U.S. experience. Over the past two decades, we have made considerable progress understanding the impacts of large-scale ECE participation in the U.S., as the literature has moved away from – despite being still strongly influenced by – small-scale model interventions. And yet, there is still much to be learned about the long-term effects of participating in ECE programs operating at scale, the mechanisms linking large-scale ECE interventions to later-life well-being, and the effects of ECE quality conditional on ECE participation.
I. Introduction and Overview

Socioeconomic gaps in human capital emerge before children start formal schooling. So too do socioeconomic gaps in access to preschool education. This is true not only within countries but also across: Children in lower-income countries are less likely to attend preschool the year before formal schooling begins. These realities have prompted a great deal of policy interest in expanding targeted formal learning opportunities to disadvantaged preschool-aged children, if not for making free preschool available to all children regardless of background, in effect lowering the grade at which public education begins.

This chapter describes how early childhood education (ECE) programs can be convincingly evaluated and why they may or may not work to narrow gaps in well-being across the lifecycle. The methods, the findings from their application, and their proper interpretation rest critically on who participates and when and where that participation is situated. Because there is a great deal of variation in the answers to these questions even within the United States, this chapter will focus on the U.S. experience. However, I will provide a selective review of the literature from elsewhere in the world, especially where it has been more advanced or innovative or offers insights that the extant variation or data in the U.S. have not yet been able to provide.

What is ECE, for the purposes of this chapter? I define ECE as formal programs offering group instruction for children younger than the standard eligibility age for public education.¹ This is a broad definition in some respects. For example, I include programs that are not funded or administered by public school systems, and indeed programs that are not publicly funded at all. However, it is narrow in another respect. By focusing on programs offering group instruction, I will be more selective in my review of evidence on programs offering group care,

¹ The standard age of eligibility can change over time. In the U.S., for example, it has gone from age 6 (before widespread availability of public-school kindergarten) to age 5, and now to age 4 in some states and localities.
i.e., childcare programs. This is not to say that such programs are unimportant: As mothers of young children have entered the labor force, provision of childcare during work hours has often been the explicit goal, rather than child development, and in practice, ECE programs always provide both care and instruction.2

Over the past two decades, we have learned a great deal about the impacts of ECE on the development of young children, their academic achievement and socio-emotional well-being as they progress through school, and their social and economic stature as adults. The credibility of this literature has benefited from small-scale randomized controlled trials, field experiments, and quasi-experiments arising from program implementation, as well as idiosyncratic features of programs already implemented at scale. In Section II, I describe the current ECE landscape and the evolution of ECE access in the U.S. Section III outlines the fundamental identification problem, the role of randomized trials and social experiments in addressing it, as well as approaches to translating policy shocks and other sources of access and attendance variation into research designs for ECE evaluation. Section IV reviews findings from the U.S. literature.

In Section V, I then offer and apply a simple conceptual framework to characterize the findings from the U.S. literature. The central insight is that impacts of any given ECE program on child development should be directly proportional to the quality of the learning environment it offers relative to what the average participant would have experienced in the absence of the program. This is an obvious deduction from the Rubin Causal Model (Holland, 1986): Treatment effects depend fundamentally on “potential outcomes” – the counterfactual – not just the treatment itself. But perhaps more in the ECE literature than in other settings, we commonly find

---

2 My definition is narrow in another respect, in not incorporating either early childhood interventions within the home or other shocks to early childhood environments. For detailed reviews of these literatures, see Almond and Currie (2011) and Almond, Currie, and Duque (2018). For a recent alternative review of the ECE literature, see Elango, et al. (2016). In addition, Cascio (2015) provides a synopsis of universal ECE across the world.
that treatment effects rest as much on the counterfactual as they do on the program itself.

Program quality is thus not revealed by the magnitude of a treatment effect, even though it is a tempting conclusion. I close this section with a brief review of the emergent literature on the impacts of ECE quality conditional on ECE attendance, or the “ECE production function.” As an increasing number of children participate in ECE programs, the attendance margin becomes less important to understand than the quality one.

A weakness of the conceptual framework in Section V is that it does not offer different predictions about the impacts of ECE over the short- and long-term, despite the common finding of (sometimes rapid) “fadeout” in achievement effects of ECE as children age, but positive effects on non-test outcomes in late adolescence and adulthood. In the first half of Section VI, I, therefore, discuss alternative hypotheses for this pattern of findings and review of the literature attempting to distinguish among them. The second half of the section then describes our knowledge of alternative mechanisms through which ECE might affect a child’s well-being, such as by changing maternal labor supply and parenting practices. Section VII closes with a rough guide to where research on ECE might fruitfully go in the future.

II. Who, When, and Where: The ECE Landscape in the U.S.

Publicly funded ECE programs in the U.S. have historically focused more on education and child development than childcare.\(^3\) This section describes how the U.S. ECE landscape has evolved over the past century, emphasizing the public programs, social forces, and empirical regularities that have affected study design and interpretation and highlighting some data sources that have figured prominently in the literature.

---

\(^3\) There are two key exceptions from emergency situations in U.S. history. During the Great Depression, the Works Progress Administration (WPA) funded nursery schools, and the 1940 Lanham Act funded childcare for working mothers during World War II (for the latter, see Herbst (2017)).
A. Trends in ECE Enrollment

Figure 1 shows trends in overall school enrollment in the U.S. (public and private schools combined) by age since 1920, based on public-use microdata from the Census (1920 to 2000) and American Community Survey (ACS) (2006 to 2018). The school enrollment of 3- through 5-year-olds has grown a great deal over the past century. Enrollment rates of 5-year-olds have risen particularly strikingly – from less than 20% in 1940 to over 85% in recent years – with changes concentrated in the 1940s, 1960s, and 1970s. Among 3- and 4-year-olds, changes in enrollment have been smaller overall; by 2018, for example, the enrollment rate of 4-year-old children (3-year-old children) had only reached 61% (34%). However, these changes have also been more recent, concentrated in the 1970s and 1990s.

Growth in state funding of kindergartens (for 5-year-olds) and pre-kindergartens (mainly for 4-year-olds but also serving some 3-year-olds) contributed to these enrollment changes. Figure 2 shows ratios of kindergarten and pre-kindergarten (pre-K) to first-grade enrollment in public schools from 1939 through 2018 (right axis), based on data long published by the federal government, most recently through the Common Core of Data (CCD). The kindergarten-to-first grade enrollment ratio exhibited a roughly constant growth rate between 1939 and 1980, rising from 0.2 to 0.9 (right axis). While kindergarten funding dates are not universally known before 1960, changes in the ratio after 1960 track state subsidization of school district provision of kindergarten (left axis). The same is true for public school pre-K: The pre-K-to-first enrollment ratio began to increase faster after state funding of pre-K began in earnest in the mid-1980s.

---

4 I use sampling weights to calculate enrollment rates and limit attention to individuals residing in the 50 states or Washington, D.C. who do not have allocated values for age or school enrollment.

5 Importantly, the enrollment ratio is not the same as an enrollment rate, since cohort sizes may vary over time, and children may not progress through school normally (i.e., they may repeat or skip grades). As noted, school-based pre-K programs may also serve both 3- and 4-year-olds (Friedman-Krauss, et al., 2020).

6 The last state to subsidize public school kindergartens was Mississippi, in 1983. See Cascio (2009a, 2009b).
The growth in overall enrollment shown in Figure 1 does not owe exclusively to expansions in public ECE; demand for private early education, fueled in part by rising rates of maternal labor force participation and thus the demand for childcare, also played a role. Figure 3 gives school enrollment rates both overall and in public schools only, calculated from the School Enrollment Supplements of the October Current Population Survey (CPS) from 1968 to 2018. A benefit of calculating enrollment rates with the October CPS is that a child’s age in October – rather than on April 1, in the Census – is more aligned with the grade in which s/he should be enrolled, since most states and local governments have typically required entering kindergartners to be 5 years old sometime in the first four months of the school year. As a result, overall enrollment rates at a given age are higher in the October CPS than the Census or ACS. Figure 3 also shows that, though the expansion of state-funded pre-K has diminished the contribution of private schools to overall enrollment over time, private schools continue to play an especially important role in school enrollment under age 5. Rising private enrollment was also the main driver of enrollment growth among 3- and 4-year-olds in the 1970s.

Figure 3 also shows a non-trivial public enrollment rate for 4-year-olds in 1968, before any states began to subsidize pre-K. The federal Head Start program may be responsible. Established in 1965 as part of President Lyndon Johnson’s War on Poverty, Head Start targets the healthy development of preschool-aged children living at or below 130% of the federal

---

7 These dates have changed over time (e.g., to September 1 from dates later in the fall) so that fewer 5-year-olds today (as of April 1) would have been eligible to start kindergarten the prior fall. See Deming and Dynarski (2008).
8 For example, nearly half of children age 5 in October will have turned age 6 by April 1. This is one reason Figure 1 shows rising enrollment rates at age six in the Census over the past century: Many of these children are actually kindergarten age. Nevertheless, Census timing is only consistent (at April 1) across 1930 to 2000, and even across that period, there are differences in the “school referent”: The 1930 Census asked about school enrollment as of September 1, the 1940 Census as of March 1, and the 1950 to 2000 Census as of February 1. In addition, the ACS is fielded throughout the year, asking about enrollment within the past three months.
9 Another benefit of the October CPS over the Census/ACS is that it distinguishes between full-day and half-day kindergarten and preschool programs. Full-day kindergarten enrollment (regardless of age) outstripped half-day enrollment in 1995, and today approximately three-quarters of kindergartners attend full-day (Gibbs, 2017).
poverty line (FPL), by way of a federal matching grant to local governments and non-profits. Today, it largely serves 3- and 4-year-olds, but historically it also enrolled 5-year-olds where kindergartens were not offered (Zigler and Muenchow, 1992). To give a sense of the timing of changes in the scale of Head Start, Figure 2 shows the ratio of Head Start enrollment (across all age groups) to public school first-grade enrollment. The high ratio in Head Start’s earliest years reflects the fact that summer programs accounted for a large share of enrollment at its inception. Summer programs were phased out quickly later in the 1960s, though, and the ratio stabilized at about 0.11 in the 1970s. It rose slightly in the 1980s and more in the 1990s, due to Head Start funding expansions that decade.

**B. Heterogeneity in ECE Enrollment**

The ECE enrollment changes described above have been unevenly felt across various segments of American society. In part, this is by design: Head Start targets low-income children, as do several state-funded pre-K programs. However, geographic variation in when states began funding kindergartens in particular, as well other forces increasing demand for private programs, such as rising maternal employment, have mattered as well.

Table 1 presents gaps in overall school enrollment rates at ages 3 through 5 across region, race, and two measures of family background – whether the maximum education of a child’s parents is at or below the median (amongst all parents with young children in a given year) and whether a child’s mother is currently working. Despite the misalignment between age and grade of enrollment, I use data from Census and ACS to provide the longest possible perspective,

---

10 Because it incorporates multiple age groups in Head Start, the Head Start-to-1st grade enrollment ratio overstates enrollment rates at any given age.

11 Sample splits by parental characteristics are based on parents residing in the same household as their children at the time of the survey; parental characteristics are also measured at the time of the survey. Characteristics of non-resident parents or at a fixed child age are not observable in the Census and ACS. They are observable in other longitudinal data sets described in Sections III and IV.
spanning 1940 (the first year with data on educational attainment) to 2018. Table 2 is structured like Table 1 but focuses on public school enrollment, which the Census reports starting in 1960.

The South lagged the rest of the country in enrollment of 5-year-olds both overall and in public schools (Panel A of each table). Though the South-non-South gap in overall enrollment at age 5 was already substantial in 1940, it grew between 1940 and 1960 before narrowing thereafter, as states across the South began subsidizing school district provision of kindergarten. Thus, big regional differences underlie the aggregate trends in age 5 enrollment shown in Figure 1 and in public school kindergarten enrollment and funding shown in Figure 2. In terms of overall enrollment, this regional variation in timing had little impact on race gaps (Table 1 Panel B), but did translate into widening, then narrowing, gaps by parental education (Table 1 Panel C), reflecting the relatively low levels of parental education in the South and that southern children regardless of race were unlikely to attend kindergarten before it was funded. Enrollment of 5-year-olds overall is still higher among children whose parents have more education, though these children are relatively less likely to be in public school. Enrollment of 5-year-olds is also higher among children whose mothers work, owing essentially entirely to higher private school enrollment (Panel D).

Despite the fact that public enrollment at younger ages also favors disadvantaged children, overall enrollment gaps by parental education at ages 3 and 4 are much larger. They have changed little since 1980 (Panel C of Tables 1 and 2). In 2018, 4-year-olds whose parents’ maximum educational attainment was at or below the median were 18 percentage points less likely to be enrolled in school; for 3-year-olds, this gap was even larger, at 22 percentage points. Part of the relatively high demand for private schooling among more educated families at these young ages may stem from a need for childcare, as overall enrollment rates are also higher
among 3- and 4-year-olds whose mothers work (Table 1 Panel D), and maternal employment is positively correlated with maternal educational attainment. But it may also reflect the greater resources available in these families for human capital investment.

Consistent with the observations regarding private schooling at ages 3 and 4 in Figure 3, the enrollment gap between young children whose mothers are employed versus not expanded in the 1970s. Figure 4 shows trends in maternal employment by child age from 1930 to 2018, based on public-use microdata from the Census and ACS. As expected, maternal employment is more common among the mothers of older children. However, much more striking are the common time trends across age groups – a pattern much different than that in Figure 1. The employment of women with young children grew steadily between 1940 and 1990, with growth accelerating in the 1970s. But since 1990, maternal employment in the U.S. has grown by much less, reaching between 62 and 67 percent for mothers of 3- to 7-year-olds in 2018.

C. Comparison of the U.S. to Other Countries

Figure 5 compares U.S. school enrollment rates at age 4 to those in other countries in 2017, the latest year when data from a large number of countries are available from UNESCO. The U.S. ranks at the bottom of OECD countries (Panel A), with a pre-primary school enrollment rate only above that of Turkey. The establishment and continued operation of universal childcare and preschool programs among OECD countries at or near the top of this ranking – Germany, Norway, Denmark, among others – have greatly informed our understanding of early childhood education and care. This also has been the case for several countries in the Americas (Panel B). I offer a selective review of this evidence, as well as note some of the

---

12 The correlation is however not strong; for example, the correlation between indicators for a mother of a three- or four-year-old working and having a high school (college) degree was 0.14 (0.08) in 1980 and 0.17 (0.17) in 2018 (author’s calculations from Decennial Census and ACS public-use microdata).
research innovations happening in the context of developing countries, in the remainder of this chapter.

III. How: Research Designs to Evaluate ECE Programs

The fundamental challenge to ECE evaluation is that children are selected into program participation, possibly based on unobservable determinants of outcomes. As a result, a difference in the average outcomes of attendees and non-attendees in observational data – even if regression-adjusted for differences in their observed characteristics – will reflect the effects of unobserved characteristics, in addition to the effects of program attendance. The sign of the resulting bias depends on the setting or program. For example, Head Start attendees are, on average, quite disadvantaged due to program eligibility rules. In this case, the likely bias is negative: Those children might still perform worse on tests or in life than children who do not attend, even if Head Start makes them better off. On the other hand, less disadvantaged children are more likely to attend a private preschool. Here, the likely bias is positive: These children are likely to be better off later in life, even in the absence of preschool attendance.

This section reviews common empirical approaches for addressing this central identification problem in ECE evaluation. I present the approaches in order of the strength of their theoretical internal validity, or credibility of the causal inferences they generate and offer some key examples of where they have been used in the literature. However, all of the approaches – even experiments – have limitations. In particular, there can be (but is not necessarily) a trade-off between internal validity and external validity, or generalizability.

A. Randomized Controlled Trials

The so-called “gold standard” of program evaluation is the randomized controlled trial (RCT). In an RCT, the treatment – here, preschool or ECE attendance – is assigned randomly, or
in effect via successive flips of a fair coin or lottery. With the random assignment of ECE attendance, attendees will on average have the same characteristics as non-attendees, i.e., treatment and control groups will be “balanced” on other characteristics, aside from attendance, that bear on outcomes of interest like test scores and high school completion. If an RCT is well-implemented, a simple difference in average outcomes between the treatment group and the control group thus identifies the average effect of ECE attendance – the average treatment effect (ATE).

Two ECE RCTs carried out in the U.S. in the 1960s and 1970s generated core early knowledge on the impacts of ECE attendance. In the mid-1960s, the High-Scope Perry Preschool Project (PPP) randomly assigned about half of around 120 low-income, low-achieving 3 and 4-year-olds children in Ypsilanti, Michigan into a morning preschool program during the school year, augmented with home visitation; the remaining children placed in the control group experienced business as usual. Researchers have attempted to follow all initial participants over time, so the PPP has been widely studied (e.g., Schweinhart et al., 2010; Heckman et al., 2010; Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev, 2013). Similarly, the 1970s saw initial randomization of participation in the Carolina Abecedarian (ABC) program, which offered full-time, full-year formal care from early infancy to school age to a random subset of 110 recruited participants in the area of Chapel Hill, NC. ABC participants have also been followed over time and have been the subject of a large literature (e.g., Campbell et al., 2014).

Why have more ECE RCTs not been carried out? The expense of RCTs may necessitate small numbers of participants. Small RCTs may not have balanced treatment and control groups at the outset, or they may be quick to experience selective attrition as participants age. Though

---

13 The original ABC demonstration program also included a program for 5- to 8-year-olds. All discussion of ABC in this chapter concerns the intervention between ages 0 to 5.
there are empirical approaches for addressing these issues, they can rely on strong assumptions (e.g., selection on observables in the case of propensity score reweighting) and weaker assumptions may generate uninformative estimates (e.g., worst-case scenario bounds to address attrition may be wide). In the early years, it was also common to ignore multiple inference in PPP and ABC evaluation. Accounting for multiple inference makes the estimates less precise and less conclusive (Anderson, 2008), but conclusions can still be drawn (Elango et al., 2016).

In addition, the (potential) strong internal validity of RCTs may be compromised by weak external validity – concerns over the ability to generalize from the small and highly localized populations on which they are implemented. Compounding this concern is the fact that RCTs may be easier to carry out on pilots of new programs than on well-established programs. While we have learned much from these RCTs, as will be discussed later in the chapter, it has been important from a policy perspective to consider programs operating at scale.\textsuperscript{14}

\textit{B. Social Experiments}

There is a middle ground between an RCT and a quasi-experiment in the ECE literature: social experiments, or settings where the opportunity to attend an ECE program – rather than attendance itself – is randomly assigned. The implication of randomization is analogous to the RCT case: The treatment group (those offered a slot) should be on average identical to the control group (those not offered a slot). However, a social experiment is easier to carry out on a large and diverse population and a program operating at scale.

\textsuperscript{14}Unlike the model demonstrations of PPP and ABC in the U.S., some RCTs in low- and middle-income countries have involved larger and more diverse samples. Even though these programs have themselves been novel for the setting, they have been implemented as outgrowths of existing social service infrastructure. A case in point is a program in Colombia that provided random subsamples of approximately 1400 toddlers across 96 municipalities home-based psychosocial stimulation, micronutrient supplementation, or both (e.g., Attanasio, et al., 2014). Other parenting and micronutrient interventions have taken place throughout the developing world, e.g., in Jamaica (Grantham-McGregor et al., 1991, 2007; Gertler, et al., 2014). Strictly speaking, these programs do not meet my definition of ECE, since they do not involve formal group-based care or education outside of the home.
Another key difference between a social experiment and an RCT, however, is the potential for “non-compliance”: Not all of the treatment group will accept the offer, and some of the control group will participate in the ECE program (even if not at the same site) in the absence of an offer. Thus, unlike in the pure RCT case, the difference in average outcomes between the treatment and control group does not identify the ATE; rather, it identifies the intent-to-treat (ITT) effect. The ITT, when scaled up by the difference in attendance rates across the treatment and control groups, then identifies the effect of the treatment on the treated (TOT), or the local average treatment effect (LATE).\(^{15}\) The TOT/LATE can be estimated via two-stage least squares (2SLS) regression on the study microdata, instrumenting for an attendance indicator with a dummy for the randomized offer of a slot, controlling for site fixed effects in a multi-site setting with within-site randomization.

The TOT/LATE captures the impact of ECE attendance for the subset of applicants incentivized to participate in the ECE program due to offer assignment. If the true model is one with heterogeneous effects of participation across individuals – some people benefitting more than others – the TOT/LATE and the ATE will not be the same. For one, the estimation sample in a social experiment consists of the subset of the population that applies to participate in a particular program, and applicants might have different expected gains from participation. Researchers typically argue that the TOT/LATE in the context of a social experiment is still useful and interesting since it captures the impact of program participation for individuals both motivated to apply for a program and incentivized to attend via intervention.

\(^{15}\) This is only true under the assumption of monotonicity. Monotonicity requires that there be no “defiers” – individuals who take up the program when they are not offered a space, but do not take it up when they are offered one. Importantly, observing that some people take up the program when they are not offered a space is not necessarily a violation of monotonicity: these individuals could be “always takers,” or individuals who always take up the program regardless of treatment status. Nor is it necessarily a violation of monotonicity to observe some treated individuals not taking up the program; they could be “never takers.” See Angrist, Imbens, and Rubin (1996).
Social experiments have recently gained traction in ECE evaluation. Perhaps most famously, the Head Start Impact Study (HSIS) was a congressionally mandated randomized evaluation of Head Start. Offers to participate were randomized across nearly 5,000 3- and 4-year-old applicants to over 300 over-subscribed Head Start sites across the U.S. in fall 2002, and participants have been followed through third grade. The resulting data have been subject to internal evaluation by the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) (e.g., Puma et al., 2010) and re-evaluation by academics (e.g., Kline and Walters, 2016; Feller et al., 2016). In a similar spirit, Dean and Jayachandran (2019) randomized scholarships to attend private kindergarten across around 800 children in 71 villages in Karnataka, India, to estimate the short-term impacts of private kindergarten attendance. Just as in the HSIS case, compliance was imperfect, necessitating a 2SLS approach to identify the TOT/LATE.

In low- and middle-income country contexts, it has also been possible to randomize the roll-out of publicly funded preschool. From a methodological perspective, the randomized establishment of a program locally can be thought of as much the same as randomization of an offer. Bouguen et al. (2018) evaluate a preschool construction program in Cambodia, which randomly assigned early implementation of preschool as part of the local primary school in 26 of 45 villages. Likewise, Martinez, Naudeau, and Pereira (2017) exploit the random establishment of community preschools across 30 of 76 villages in rural Mozambique. In both of these studies, researchers have access to survey panel data on at least 1500 to 2000 children, so they were carried out on a similar scale as the other social experiments described above.

With the potential to deliver both internally and externally valid estimates, social experiments could be thought of as the “sweet spot” for ECE evaluation. When they reach sufficient fidelity of implementation, they can generate deeper insights. For example, researchers
have used the data from the HSIS to explore the correlates of cross-site heterogeneity in program impacts (Walters, 2015), to estimate treatment effects under alternative counterfactuals (Kline and Walters, 2016; Feller et al., 2016), and to estimate treatment effects on test performance across the distribution (Bitler, Hoynes, and Domina, 2014).

C. Quasi-experiments

Unlike RCTs and social experiments, quasi-experiments seek to exploit “as good as random” variation in observational data. There are three key quasi-experimental approaches in the ECE literature: (1) regression discontinuity designs exploiting program rules, often regarding eligibility; (2) difference-in-differences designs typically exploiting program implementation; and (3) family fixed effects designs exploiting extant variation in ECE attendance across siblings. Like social experiments, (1) and (2) have to be combined with 2SLS to recover the TOT/LATE. In principle, the ATE can be recovered from (3).

1. Eligibility Criteria: Regression Discontinuity

Aside from social experiments, another way to evaluate ECE programs operating at scale is to take advantage of idiosyncratic features of eligibility criteria. For example, as earlier noted, most U.S. ECE programs have strict birthday cutoffs for eligibility, such as the requirement in some states (or localities) that children entering pre-kindergarten be 4 years old by August 31. Targeted ECE programs may also feature family income cutoffs, such as Head Start’s requirement that 90% of its enrollment be comprised of children from families living at or below 130% FPL. The consequence of the former is a large difference in current-year preschool participation rates of children who are basically the same age; the consequence of the latter is a large difference in participation rates across children from families of similar means.
In both of these examples, there is no explicit, researcher-controlled random assignment of an offer to participate. However, program rules can, in effect, generate random variation in offers among children in certain parts of the age and income distributions. In the former case, for example, offers are “as good as random” across children turning age 4 in (late) August (the treatment group) and (early) September (the control group) of a given school year if children who are basically the same age are on average the same in other respects that might affect their test performance later in the year. In the latter case, offers of attendance are as good as random across children whose families have incomes close to 130% FPL if these children are the same as each other, on average, in terms of their latent talent.

The parallel to the social experiment case would be to identify the TOT/LATE by scaling the local (around the age or income threshold) difference in mean outcomes by the local difference in participation rates, using 2SLS with an eligibility indicator as an instrument for attendance. However, in most data, there are too few observations right around the threshold for such an estimate to be informative. One answer to this challenge would be to widen the age or income span of observations included in the sample. Instead of restricting attention to children with late August or early September birthdays, for instance, one could consider children born between June and November. However, this would compromise (as good as) random assignment: in the cross-section, children turning age 4 between June and August are on average significantly older than those turning age 4 between September and November, and small differences in age matter considerably for developmental outcomes among young children (see, for example, Elder and Lubotsky, 2009; Cascio, 2020). These children may also differ in terms of other background characteristics that matter for test scores.
The regression discontinuity design (RDD) provides a way of using more data to predict outcomes in the neighborhood of the threshold value of the running variable (age or family income) that determines treatment (program eligibility). In the RDD, the relationship between the running variable and outcomes is modeled as smooth in the absence of treatment. That is, age can have a positive effect on test scores; some polynomial function must just capture the relationship between age and test scores. If there is a treatment effect, this relationship should be discontinuous at the threshold. In a so-called “fuzzy” RDD, where attendance does not rise one-for-one with eligibility, the magnitude of this discontinuity will in principle identify the ITT. The TOT/LATE can then be identified by instrumenting for attendance with an eligibility indicator, conditional on the smooth function in the running variable, using 2SLS.

The RDD has become a popular tool in ECE evaluation. For example, the age-eligibility RDD has been successfully applied to estimate the impacts of pre-K and kindergarten eligibility and attendance on maternal labor supply in the U.S. (Fitzpatrick, 2010, 2012), Argentina (Berlinski, Galiani, and McEwan, 2011), and Germany (Bauernschuster and Schlotter, 2015). It has also been applied to estimate impacts on child test scores in studies of the pre-K programs in Tulsa, Oklahoma (Gormley and Gayer, 2005), Boston (Weiland and Yoshikawa, 2013), and Michigan, New Jersey, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and West Virginia (Wong et al., 2008). However, limitations in the administrative data on which this second set of evaluations has relied, such as censoring of children who do not enroll in a public school at the start of the school year, make it impossible to interpret their estimates as ITT effects in the purest sense. For the same reason, their 2SLS estimates using eligibility as an instrument for attendance also do not necessarily identify the true TOT/LATE.\textsuperscript{16}

\textsuperscript{16} Lipsey et al. (2015) describe these and other limitations of the age-eligibility RDD as typically implemented in practice with school administrative data.
As alluded, the ECE literature also features the use of RDD to exploit other eligibility criteria. For example, Carneiro and Ginja (2014) take advantage of Head Start’s income-eligibility rules to identify the effects of the program on later-life health and behavioral outcomes. Also in the context of Head Start, Ludwig and Miller (2007) use the fact that, at the program’s start, the Office of Economic Opportunity (OEO) in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) targeted the poorest 300 counties for additional assistance in preparing their applications. Even after the actual assistance had ended, counties that had been just barely eligible for it had greater Head Start penetration and higher Head Start attendance rates than counties just barely missing eligibility. Ludwig and Miller (2007) exploit this discontinuity in treatment with county poverty to estimate the impact of Head Start on child mortality and educational attainment.

Like small-scale RCTs, studies using the RDD tend to have relatively strong internal validity, but potentially weak external validity. Unlike in the RCT case, however, weak external validity rarely stems from a failure to capture the impacts of a program operating at scale, but rather from the very narrow subset of the population that forms the basis of identification. In a setting with heterogeneity in impacts, treatment effects identified from attendance variation near the eligibility threshold might not be broadly representative.

2. Program Implementation: Difference-in-Differences

As noted, it has been possible to randomize the roll-out of ECE programs across areas in some developing countries. However, this is not common. Programs are more often established in different areas at different points in time, not by design but rather due to cross-area variation either in the timing of responses to a mandate or of subsidization from some higher level of

\[\text{17 Importantly, strong internal validity rests on an inability to manipulate the running variable to affect eligibility. This must be a consideration in any future use of RDD.}\]
government or in preferences for and constraints on establishment of locally funded programs. Still, this variation across areas and over time, such as that described in Section II in the context of kindergarten and pre-K, presents an opportunity for identification. Areas without a change in ECE supply from a specific year to the next can potentially serve as a comparison group for those that do, with changes over time in outcomes in the comparison group providing an estimate of what would have happened in treated areas in the absence of the expansion in supply. The comparison group thus takes the place of the control group in an RCT or social experiment.

This is a difference-in-differences (DD) approach: the first difference is the change over time (or across cohorts) in treated areas, whereas the second difference is the change over time (or across cohorts) in comparison areas. In settings where only one area implements a program, as was the case with Georgia’s early implementation of universal pre-K (Fitzpatrick, 2008) or Quebec’s universal childcare program (e.g., Baker, Gruber, and Milligan, 2008, 2019), the baseline DD model can be straightforward, including dummies for the treatment area, time or cohort, and their interaction, with the coefficient on the interaction being the DD estimate. In cases where multiple geographies implement the same basic program but at different points in time, such as with kindergartens for 5 year-olds in the U.S. (Cascio, 2009a, 2009b) or childcare for 3- to 6-year-olds in Norway (Havnes and Mogstad, 2011a, 2011b, 2015), the baseline DD model includes a post-implementation indicator, which turns on at different times (or different cohorts) in different areas, along with area and time (or cohort) fixed effects. The DD estimate is the coefficient on the post-implementation indicator, which is a weighted average of all possible two-by-two DD estimates that can be constructed from the data (Goodman-Bacon, 2018).

DD has been the workhouse quasi-experimental approach of the ECE evaluation literature not just for U.S. programs, but for programs worldwide. The approach has been used to
estimate the impacts of Head Start (Bailey, Sun, and Timpe, 2020; Barr and Gibbs, 2019;
Thompson, 2018; Johnson and Jackson, 2019), kindergarten and pre-K in the U.S. (Cascio,
2009a, 2009b; Fitzpatrick, 2008; Cascio and Schanzenbach, 2013), preschool programs in
Argentina (Berlinski and Galiani, 2007; Berlinski, Galiani, and Gertler, 2009) and England
(Blanden et al., 2016), and childcare programs in Quebec (e.g., Baker, Gruber, and Milligan,
2008, 2019; Lefebvre and Merrigan, 2008; Haeck et al., 2015), Norway (e.g., Havnes and
Mogstad, 2011a, 2011b, 2015), Germany (e.g., Bauernschuster and Schlotter, 2015), and Spain
(Felfe, Nollenberger, and Rodriguez-Planas, 2014; Nollenberger and Rodriguez-Planas, 2015),
among others. Some of these studies scale up reduced-form DD estimates for outcomes with first
stage DD estimates for ECE attendance, either informally or formally through 2SLS.

One challenge with the DD design is that the timing of area implementation is typically
not random. The industry standard approach to this concern has been to estimate “event-study”
models, which replace the post-implementation indicator in the baseline model with a series of
indicators for “event time,” or year relative to the year before implementation. The ideal finding
from event-study estimation is that the coefficients on the pre-implementation event time
indicators are close to zero in magnitude and not statistically significant. Dynamic treatment
effects can, however, complicate interpretation, when early adopters for which treatment effects
are still phasing in are used as controls for later adopters (Goodman-Bacon, 2018). With the
exception of a recent paper (Zerpa, 2020), the DD literature in ECE has not yet attempted to
reconcile with this critique.

3. **Sibling comparisons: Family fixed effects**

The earliest quasi-experimental ECE evaluations compared siblings with different ECE
experiences. Most famously, a series of papers by Janet Currie and Duncan Thomas exploit
variation in Head Start attendance and preschool participation conditional on mother fixed effects to estimate the impacts of Head Start (Currie and Thomas, 1995; Currie and Thomas, 1999; Garces, Thomas, and Currie, 2002). Subsequently, Deming (2009) used sibling comparisons to estimate the impacts of Head Start attendance on a host of outcomes from childhood through adolescence, and Pages et al. (2020) have extended outcomes through adulthood. Outside of Head Start, Berlinski, Galiani and Manacorda (2008) combine sibling comparisons with a rapid expansion of pre-primary education to estimate the impact of preschool attendance on school progression in Uruguay.

A nice feature of family fixed effects (FFE) models is that they can be readily estimated from surveys that collect data on all individuals (or all individuals meeting certain age criteria) in a sampled household. For example, the Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), used in Garces, Thomas, and Currie (2002), attempts to survey all individuals within all households subsequently formed by members the original PSID households in 1968. The Children of the National Longitudinal Survey of Youth (CNLSY), used in Currie and Thomas (1995, 1999), Deming (2009), and Pages et al. (2020), includes all children born to women in the original (1979) NLSY (NLSY79). These are rich longitudinal data sets with many outcome variables in addition to reports of Head Start attendance.

Despite the ease of implementation, there are drawbacks to the FFE approach. First, differences in the ECE experiences of siblings are not necessarily random. While it is common to include rich person-level controls in FFE models to account for non-random selection into program participation, few studies show that there is balance on observables within families (e.g., Deming, 2009), or attempt to combine policy variation with siblings comparisons (e.g., Berlinski, Galiani, and Manacorda, 2008). Second, in some surveys, like the PSID, reports of
Head Start attendance are retrospective, raising the possibility of attenuation bias from misclassification. Garces, Thomas, and Currie (2002) present a variety of evidence to suggest that misclassification is limited, but this has not yet been validated through any merge of survey data to administrative records. Third, Miller, Shenhav, and Grosz (2019) show that siblings comparisons rely heavily on larger families for identification, thus making the estimates more representative of larger families than the population as a whole. When FFE estimates of Head Start attendance in the PSID and NLSY are reweighted to reflect the true distribution of family size in the population, ATE estimates shrink considerably.

IV. Overview of the U.S. ECE Evaluation Literature

This section provides an overview of the findings of the U.S. ECE evaluation literature. I organize the overview by the program, rather than by the outcome variable, which might be more standard for a chapter of this kind, since findings from a given program may be better understood holistically. Within program, I also organize the review by the cohorts of study. As described in Section II, the alternatives to program participation have changed dramatically over time due to changes in which other public programs might be available and other forces increasing private preschool demand, such as rising maternal employment. Informed by the literature, I formalize this idea with a simple framework in Section V.

A. Model Interventions in the U.S.

PPP and ABC have by now been subject to extensive study. Because these RCTs were carried out so long ago, it has been possible to follow study participants throughout childhood and well into adulthood. Findings from these RCTs provide the foundation of what we know about ECE and a benchmark to which to compare findings from the literature on larger-scale
ECE programs. I offer a limited and selective review of this literature here since it has been covered extensively elsewhere.

Elango et al. (2016) provide a recent synopsis of findings from PPP and ABC, addressing common criticisms of small-scale RCTs, such as multiple inference. They report that participants in both demonstration programs experienced substantial initial gains in IQ. The PPP treatment group scored on average 11.4 points – or 0.75 (population) standard deviations (s.d.) – higher on an IQ test at age 5 than their control counterparts. For ABC, the treatment effect on IQ at age 5 was smaller but still substantial, at 6.4 points, or 0.42 s.d. But these effects faded as children aged; by age 8, the impact on IQ in PPP was almost gone (1.25 points or 0.08 s.d.), though it remained substantial in ABC (4.5 points or 0.3 s.d.). Still, effects on achievement test scores at school age, measured as factors based on the California Achievement Test (CAT), the Peabody Individual Achievement Test (PIAT), and the Woodcock-Johnson Test of Achievement (WJAT), are substantial for both programs, at 0.4 s.d. (PPP) and 0.5 s.d. (ABC).

Despite fadeout in IQ effects, both PPP and ABC improved later-life outcomes. For females, PPP delivered increases in high school graduation (as of age 19) and reductions in the likelihood of having ever been arrested (by age 40) or on welfare (ages 18 to 27); for males, it reduced cumulative arrests as age 40 and increased employment (as of age 40). By contrast, ABC increased educational attainment regardless of sex, as well as reduced cumulative arrests (by age 34) only for women; it also raised women’s earnings. Similar to PPP, however, ABC increased male employment. It also reduced male obesity and hypertension (outcomes not measured in PPP). Heckman et al. (2010) offer a painstakingly careful and thorough cost-benefit

---

18 A recent working paper (Heckman and Karapakula, 2019b) shows significant treatment-control differences at age 55 in PPP, applying new statistical methods to address “incomplete knowledge of and compromises in the randomization protocol used to form the control and treatment groups,” as well as non-response and attrition.
analysis of PPP, concluding that its benefit-cost ratio ranges between 3.9 and 6.8 to one. A thorough cost-benefit analysis of ABC likewise yields a benefit-cost ratio of 3.2 to one (Elango et al., 2015).¹⁹

In addition to establishing a pattern of effects that has now become commonplace in the ECE evaluation literature – fadeout in cognitive effects, but persistence in later-life social and economic outcomes – both demonstration programs have also provided critical insights into why ECE works (see Section VI). The current age of participants has also made it possible to extend evaluation to the second-generation – effects on the children of participants. Heckman and Karapakula (2019a) show that the children of treated PPP participants were less likely to have been suspended in school or participate in crime and had higher levels of education and employment in their 20s. Effects were larger in the subsample of male participants.

B. Head Start

Unlike any other U.S. ECE program, Head Start has been evaluated with almost every research design outlined in Section III – a social experiment, RDD, DD, and FFE. Moreover, the same research design – FFE – has been applied to different cohorts of children, helping to shed light on the importance of a changing counterfactual to the estimates. Also, just like PPP, the program is now mature enough to provide insight into not only the long-run impacts of participation but also second-generation impacts.

As described in Section II, when Head Start was established in 1965, there were limited alternative formal learning opportunities for preschool-aged children, and maternal employment rates were lower than they would later become. As a result, the counterfactual for the typical

---

¹⁹ This discussion has drawn heavily from findings reported in Tables 4 and 7 of Elango et al. (2016). I refer the interested reader to that paper, and to the studies on which their synopsis was based, specifically Heckman, et al. (2010), Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev (2013), Campbell et al. (2014), and Elango et al. (2015).
Head Start participant would have been home or informal care. In addition, by design, the average participant was quite disadvantaged. To the extent that Head Start has an impact, we might therefore expect it to be greatest for the earliest exposed cohorts, assuming that program quality has not increased much over time. I thus review the Head Start literature roughly chronologically by the cohort affected.

1. **Participants in the 1960s and 1970s**

Several studies consider the short-term effects of Head Start for the earliest cohort of participants. Ludwig and Miller (2007) exploit the persistent differences in Head Start penetration and attendance between counties that were just barely eligible versus just barely eligible for special OEO grant-writing assistance in HEW at the program’s inception, given their 1960 poverty rates. Their most robust finding concerns child health: Using Vital Statistics data from 1973 to 1983, they find evidence of reductions in child mortality between the ages of 5 and 9 for causes that could plausibly be related to the health services that Head Start provides. Using data from the National Collaborative Perinatal Project and variation in the intensity of Head Start funding across areas at the program’s inception, Aizer and Cunha (2012) find larger gains in IQ scores for participants with higher human capital endowments.

Due to data limitations (e.g., lack of test score data for these cohorts), the rest of the knowledge base about the earliest Head Start participants is restricted to longer-term outcomes. Comparing siblings in the PSID who could have been of age to attend Head Start between 1966 and 1977, Garces, Thomas, and Currie (2002) conclude that the program boosted the high school completion, college-going, and earnings of white children and reduced the chances that Black children had been booked or charged with a crime. There are larger impacts for some outcomes among children whose mothers had no more than a high school degree. The FFE point estimates
are, however, substantial in magnitude. A re-evaluation of these data by Miller, Shenhav, and Grosz (2019) concludes that the ATE for college-going is small and not statistically significant. However, the confidence interval is wide enough to include effects consistent with a more recent wave of studies on these cohorts.

More recent studies have taken advantage of the timing and intensity of Head Start’s roll-out across counties to estimate impacts on a host of longer-term outcomes across participants in both survey and administrative data. Using data from the NLSY79, in which respondents were born 1957 to 1964 (and thus eligible to attend Head Start through the late 1960s), Thompson (2018) finds that greater Head Start exposure – defined as average program funding in one’s county of birth at ages 3 to 6 – was associated with greater own and household income, higher completed education (specifically college-going), and fewer health limitations in adulthood. Augmenting the NLSY79 with data from the CNLSY and using the same basic source of variation, Barr and Gibbs (2019) find that having a parent exposed to Head Start reduced a person’s chances of becoming a teen parent or engaging in crime, and increased their chances of completing high school and going on to college. Their conclusions are maintained when they exploit the sharp difference across counties with similar poverty level levels in terms of OEO grant-writing assistance (Ludwig and Miller, 2007). While the two papers define disadvantage differently, they are consistent in finding larger effects for more disadvantaged populations.

Johnson and Jackson (2019) arrive at similar basic conclusions as Thompson (2018) but using the PSID, focusing on the program as it operated between 1965 and 1980. They instrument for Head Start funding at age 4 with the presence of a Head Start center, as well as estimate a specification that allows the impacts of Head Start to vary with later exposure to school finance reform (SFR) induced increases in school spending. This is a test of “dynamic complementarity”
– whether later investments augment the impacts of early investment (see Section VI). They find that Head Start funding is associated with higher levels of educational attainment, higher wages, lower poverty, and lower incarceration rates among poor children. The positive effects of Head Start are larger for those exposed to SFR.

A common feature of Thompson (2018), Barr and Gibbs (2019), and Johnson and Jackson (2019) is a reliance on relatively small-scale survey data. Two other recent studies apply county-by-year variation from the roll-out of Head Start to much larger scale administrative data. One chief drawback of administrative data is that outcomes have the potential to be more limited. Another is that nothing is known about actual program participation or parental characteristics beyond what can be inferred from county of birth. The main benefit of administrative data, however, is that they are many orders of magnitude larger than the PSID or CNLSY, which helps to reduce standard errors and thus uncertainty about effect sizes.

Bailey, Sun, and Timpe (2020) use non-public data on adult educational attainment, income, and public assistance from the 2000 long-form Decennial Census and the 2001-2013 ACS. Linking these data to the Social Security Administration (SSA)’s Numident file, they obtain two pieces of information that are helpful for estimating Head Start exposure – county of birth and exact birthdate, which they combine with school entry cutoff birthdates to assign children to school entry cohorts. Rather than just comparing exposed versus non-exposed cohorts in affected versus unaffected counties, their model allows treatment effects to be proportional to how long the local Head Start program has been in place, to reflect possible improvements in program quality and more years of potential attendance. Their findings suggest that Head Start exposure improved educational attainment and economic self-sufficiency. Moreover, where
outcomes overlap (high school graduation and college attendance) with those found in previous literature, their estimates are smaller. However, as anticipated, they are also more precise.20

Anders, Barr, and Smith (2020) examine the effects of Head Start on crime using North Carolina criminal convictions data that, like the linked data described above, include information on county of birth and birthdate. Their key outcome is the county-by-cohort conviction rate for serious (property and violent) crimes by age 35, and they focus on Head Start exposure at age 4. While they see no evidence of an effect when pooling across counties, they find that Head Start exposure reduced the serious criminal conviction rate in higher-poverty counties, where more children should have been eligible for Head Start. The magnitude of the estimates in higher-poverty counties is between that for crime found in the survey-based analyses of Garces, Thomas and Currie (2002) and Johnson and Jackson (2019) and is more precisely estimated.

Finally, de Haan and Leuven (2020) depart from the use of quasi-experimental variation, instead estimating lower bounds on the long-term effects of Head Start participation across the distributions of earnings and educational attainment. Their approach models counterfactual quantities (i.e., the impact of Head Start participation for a non-participant) by making weak stochastic dominance assumptions concerning outcome distributions conditional on parental education and Head Start participation. They present evidence that these assumptions are satisfied among non-treated cohorts in the NLSY79 before applying the method to treated cohorts. The approach reveals significant positive effects on education and wage income, but only at the bottom of the distribution. Effects are larger for Blacks and Hispanics. Like in Garces, Thomas, and Currie (2002), their Head Start treatment is attendance, not just exposure.

20 Ludwig and Miller also use their RDD approach to estimate impacts on educational attainment in both survey data (the 1988 National Educational Longitudinal Survey) and in educational attainment at the county level in the Census, based on published and special tabulations that rely on more data than available in public-use microdata samples. These estimates are less conclusive than those for child mortality but suggest increases in attainment.
2. **Participants in the 1980s and 1990s**

There are fewer studies of Head Start’s effects on later cohorts. This owes in part to the fact that the roll-out of Head Start, which provides the source of identification in many of the studies described above, could only happen once. However, the recent outpouring of work using the roll-out variation reflects an academic interest in program impacts on longer-term well-being; participants in the 1980s and 1990s are only now starting to be old enough to estimate impacts on educational attainment or earnings. Thus, studies of Head Start participants in the 1980s and 1990s have relied on research designs besides DD and until recently (Pages et al., 2020) been limited to short- and medium-term outcomes observed in survey data, particularly the CNLSY.

The favored research design for these cohorts is FFE. In the first study of this type for Head Start, Currie and Thomas (1995) use data on children born through 1987 in the CNLSY to show that white children who attended Head Start performed better on the Peabody Picture Vocabulary Test (PPVT) and were less likely to have repeated a grade than their siblings who had not attended. While this was not the case for Black children, Black and white children alike who attended Head Start were more likely to have been immunized against the measles but were no taller around age 5 than their non-attending siblings. In another paper also applying a sibling comparison to the CNLSY, Currie and Thomas (1999) find improvements in PPVT and PIAT scores and reductions in the likelihood of grade retention for Hispanic children who attend Head Start. They also uncover substantial heterogeneity in impacts within this population, with typically larger effects for native-born and Mexican children.

An important contribution of Currie and Thomas (1995) and Currie and Thomas (1999) was in exploring racial and ethnic differences in Head Start effects in nationally representative data. To that point, Head Start research – and research on ECE in general – had been heavily
focused on Black children; indeed, all PPP participants were Black, as were nearly all ABC participants. However, given the timing of the CNLSY and power considerations, only relatively short-term outcomes could be considered.

Deming (2009) was the first to address this limitation. He also applies FFE to the CNLSY, but he can include both more children (later births of the NLSY79 mothers and cohorts born 1976 to 1986) as well as outcomes later in life. Because the PIAT was administered to CNLSY respondents between the ages of 5 and 14, for example, he can trace out how the test score impacts of Head Start evolve as children age, and because a substantial number of CNLSY respondents were old enough to have completed high school, he can consider outcomes in young adulthood. Mirroring findings from the model evaluation literature, he finds test score fadeout, particularly among Black children and disadvantaged children. 21 However, he also finds a significant positive impact of Head Start attendance on an index of young adult outcomes – summarizing impacts on high school graduation, college attendance, idleness, crime, teen parenthood, and health – amounting to a statistically significant 0.23 s.d. increase.

Deming (2009) was the first quasi-experimental study of Head Start to consider both short- and medium-term outcomes. Unlike previous work, Deming (2009) also presents evidence consistent with the idea that, within families, Head Start attendance is randomly assigned. Bauer and Schanzenbach (2016) take the FFE approach to slightly more recent cohorts (born through 1990) and yet more outcomes. They find that Head Start participation has positive effects on self-control and self-esteem, particularly for those whose mothers did not have a high school degree and Black participants. They also see that Head Start participants engage in more positive

21 On average, impacts fade from a statistically significant 0.14 s.d. at ages 5 to 6 and 7 to 10 to an insignificant to 0.055 s.d. at ages 11 to 14. This overall pattern of effects is driven by Blacks, for whom PIAT score impacts fade from 0.29 s.d. (ages 5 to 6), to 0.13 s.d. (at ages 7 to 10) to 0.03 s.d. (at ages 11 to 14).
parenting practices than their siblings who did not attend Head Start. Like the findings in Barr and Gibbs (2019), this result suggests that Head Start may have intergenerational impacts.

That said, Pages et al. (2020) recently update Deming (2009) by considering even later-life outcomes, like earnings, for Deming’s original cohorts, as well as more recent cohorts, born into the 1990s (1987 to 1996). Applying the same FFE approach, they find a smaller positive impact on a summary index of adult outcomes for the same cohorts considered by Deming (2009) (0.17 s.d.). Years of education was the only outcome in the index for which there was a significant positive effect (0.3 years); impacts on earnings and college attendance were small and not statistically significant. For the more recent cohorts, moreover, siblings who attended Head Start scored worse on the summary index of adult outcomes. The authors’ preferred explanation is that more recent cohorts in the CNLSY have older mothers and come from better-resourced families, making their counterfactual to Head Start higher quality than would have been experienced by earlier cohorts, born to younger mothers.

Carneiro and Ginja (2014) take the RDD to the CNLSY, comparing children whose family incomes would have put them in the neighborhood of being eligible for Head Start between the ages of 3 and 5, focusing on cohorts born 1977 to 1996. While they find no first-stage impact of income eligibility on Head Start attendance for girls, that impact is substantial for boys. So, too, are the ITT impacts of eligibility on summary indices of the behavioral, health, and cognitive outcomes of boys at ages 12-13 and 16-17, with noteworthy reductions in the likelihood of overweight at both ages and in depression in the older age group. Male Head Start participants are less likely to have been convicted of a crime or arrested by age 20-21 and are less likely to be idle. While Carneiro and Ginja (2014) do not present separate estimates by cohort, they do note that the inclusion of more recent cohorts than Deming (2009) may be one
reason that they see no positive impacts on the PIAT scores of boys at 12 to 13; another possible explanation is that their estimation sample is less disadvantaged.

3. **Head Start Impact Study**

Head Start appears to have delivered more positive longer-term outcomes for cohorts that participated closer to its inception (see also Duncan and Magnuson (2013)). As alluded, one possible explanation is that the learning environments experienced in the absence of Head Start – the counterfactual – may have been higher quality for more recent cohorts. In the CNLSY, this could be in part an artifact of data construction. Mothers of all children in the CNLSY were born between 1957 and 1964. More recent cohorts are thus born to older mothers, whose lives (and livelihoods) are more established, allowing them to provide better care at home or to purchase private center-based care. But this finding should also hold in other data: The counterfactual to Head Start participation has become increasingly likely to be another center-based program, given the spread of pre-K programs and the rise of maternal employment since the 1960s.

The HSIS has provided not just the first experimental evidence on Head Start, but also a unique window into the importance of the counterfactual *within* recent cohorts. Congressionally mandated as part of Head Start’s 1998 re-authorization, the HSIS randomized Head Start offers among almost 5000 3- and 4-year-olds at over-subscribed Head Start centers across the country in fall 2002 (i.e., across children born in the late 1990s). The goal was to determine “the impact of Head Start on children’s school readiness, and parental practices that support children’s development” and “under what circumstances Head Start achieves its greatest impact” (Puma et al., 2010). Study participants were followed through third grade. Internal evaluation of the experimental data by Puma et al. (2010) found that children randomly assigned into the treatment
group initially had better cognitive outcomes than their counterparts in the control group. However, these differences rapidly faded.\textsuperscript{22}

Others have replicated and extended these results. Kline and Walters (2016) focus on the literacy and math components of the WJAT observed consistently over time and on estimation of the TOT/LATE, instrumenting for Head Start attendance with the randomized offer conditional on site fixed effects using 2SLS. They also present estimates that pool across the 3- and 4-year-old cohorts. Magnitudes differ, but the basic pattern of findings is consistent with those from the internal evaluation: Head Start attendance raises test scores initially, but these effects fade rapidly. Still, their cost-benefit analysis, which follows Chetty et al. (2011) in assuming that earnings gains from early intervention can be predicted from initial test score gains, suggests the benefits exceed the costs. The benefit-cost ratio becomes more favorable when the fiscal externalities from program substitution are taken into account.

Instead of focusing on mean impacts with a standard linear regression analysis, Bitler, Hoynes, and Domina (2014) estimate the effects of Head Start across the distribution of test scores using quantile regression. Accounting for non-compliance with offer assignment using an instrumental variables approach, the authors find that participation raises test performance by more at the bottom of the distribution than at the middle or the top. They also show that ITT impacts are not systematically larger for population subgroups more likely to have been exposed to informal or maternal care in the absence of the intervention. One interpretation is that the counterfactual care experience is not an important mediator of program effects.

Such an interpretation is, however, at odds with two later analyses of how the counterfactual influences the magnitude of treatment effects in the HSIS. First, Kline and

\textsuperscript{22} Puma et al. (2010) focus on presentation of ITT estimates, though in an appendix provide TOT/LATE estimates, which account for non-compliance in the experiment offers.
Walters (2016) begin with the observation that the “subLATEs” for two key subgroups – those who would have otherwise been in a center-based care situation and those who would have otherwise been at home or in informal care – can in principle be identified from a linear model with two endogenous variables – a dummy for Head Start attendance and a dummy for other preschool attendance.\(^{23}\) Identifying such a model requires an instrument (or instruments) for both. They consider several sets of instruments, ultimately finding that interactions between the (random) Head Start offer and both covariates and indicators for six site types (grouped based on program substitution patterns) produce reasonably strong first stages. Though the findings suggest that both Head Start attendance and other preschool attendance raise test scores relative to home or informal care at the end of the Head Start year, the overidentification test rejects the model.

Kline and Walters (2016) therefore move to a choice model that allows for selection on unobserved characteristics. To identify the effects of attendance in each program type, they estimate this model, including multiple control functions (akin to inverse Mills ratios in the standard Heckman selection model) that incorporate the instruments described above. The model estimates imply that the subLATE for the two-thirds of children who would have otherwise been at home or in informal care (“home compliers”) is a significant 0.37 s.d.; for the remaining third of children who would have otherwise been in other center-based care (“center compliers”), the subLATE estimate is -0.1 s.d., but not statistically significant.\(^{24}\)

\(^{23}\) There is a parallel here to the FFE literature on Head Start. Papers in this space also include an indicator for other preschool attendance. If Head Start attendance and other preschool attendance are randomly assigned within families, the coefficient on the Head Start indicator thus identifies the “subATE” for an individual who would have otherwise been at home or in informal care, and the difference between the Head Start and other preschool coefficients identifies the “subATE” for those who would have otherwise been in another preschool.

\(^{24}\) A nice feature of the Kline and Walters (2016) approach is that it allows the authors to explore the nature of selection into Head Start participation. They find evidence of “a ‘reverse Roy’ pattern of selection whereby children with unobserved characteristics that make them less likely to enroll in Head Start experience larger test score gains”
Feller et al. (2016) come to a substantively similar conclusion using a Bayesian principal stratification framework (Frangakis and Rubin, 2002). Focusing on the PPVT rather than WJAT scores due to limitations imposed by this particular method, they find subLATEs of 0.23 and 0.00 s.d. for home compliers and center compliers, respectively, at the end of the Head Start year. They also explored heterogeneity in these subLATEs across groups defined on the basis of pre-existing observables, finding relatively large impacts for home compliers who scored in the bottom third of the pre-intervention test (versus not) and who were dual language learners (versus not). Together with the findings from Kline and Walters (2016), these results suggest that Head Start continues to deliver moderate-sized short-term test score impacts relative to home or informal care, much as was the case for the cohorts studied in Deming (2009).25

C. State-Funded Kindergarten and Pre-K

Head Start is, of course, not the oldest public early education program in the U.S. Kindergartens, for 5-year-old children, came first. However, kindergartens were not universally provided by school districts across the country until the 1980s, as discussed in Section II. While their foothold in U.S. public education remains much more tenuous, with few pre-K programs in principle serving all children regardless of need, funding of American pre-K programs also did not become mainstream until the 1980s and 1990s.

1. Kindergarten: DD approaches

Cascio (2009a) exploits cross-state variation in the timing of the introduction of state subsidies for universal kindergarten programs in the South in the 1960s through 1980s to estimate the longer-term impacts of kindergarten exposure and attendance. She finds that the

---

(p. 1798). Cornelissen et al. (2018) also document a reverse Roy pattern of selection in their study of the German universal childcare system.

Zhai, Brooks-Gunn, and Waldfogel (2014) also come to similar conclusions using principal score matching and weighting, which assumes selection on observables only.

25
introduction of kindergartens led to modest improvements in the later-life outcomes of southern-born white children, but not southern-born Black children. Exploring several potential explanations for this finding, she concludes that southern-born Black children were more likely to have been drawn into public school kindergartens from Head Start, which enrolled a significant number of 5-year-olds when kindergartens were not widespread (Zigler and Meunchow, 1992). The relatively small long-term impacts even for white children suggest that these public-school kindergartens were low-quality relative to the alternative.26

The variation exploited in Cascio (2009a) came from the end of more than a century-long kindergarten movement. Indeed, Figure 1 suggests that 5-year-old enrollment rates may have been higher in 1920 than in 1930 or 1940. In a recent working paper, Ager and Cinnirella (2020) combine city panel data on the establishment of kindergartens across the U.S. from 1880 through 1910 with full-count Census data to estimate the impacts of exposure to these early kindergartens. Families with higher exposure experienced larger reductions in fertility, and children with higher exposure were less likely to engage in child labor, stayed in school longer, and had higher occupational prestige and earnings as adults.27 Effects are larger for immigrants and the disadvantaged. At this time, there were essentially no formal ECE alternatives.

2. **Pre-K: A Mix of Approaches**

a. **Program Implementation: DD**

There has been significantly more research on state-funded pre-K programs, some of it also using program introduction as a source of identification. Many of these studies have focused
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26 Dhuey (2011) offers a follow-up study on Cascio (2009a) that incorporates more states, including those with earlier funding initiatives.

27 In related work, Herbst (2017) estimates the later life impacts of the universal childcare programs established through the U.S. Lanham Act of 1940.Exploiting variation across states and cohorts, he finds that exposure to Lanham Act funding in childhood led to small increases in a summary index of adult outcomes incorporating employment, earnings, and use of public assistance.
on pre-K programs that, like kindergarten, are universal, or available to all children who meet age guidelines where they are offered.  

Multiple studies exploit the roll-out of universal pre-K programs in Georgia and Oklahoma – the first two adopting states – for identification. Constructing a synthetic comparison group, Fitzpatrick (2008) finds that the 1995 implementation of universal pre-K in Georgia raised the National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) reading and math scores of fourth-graders residing in rural areas and increased their likelihood of being on grade for age. Building on this result, Cascio and Schanzenbach (2013) present suggestive DD-based evidence that the introduction of the universal pre-K programs in Georgia and later Oklahoma (in 1998) raised reading and math NAEP scores not just in fourth grade, but also math scores as late as eighth grade, though only for low-income (free or reduced-price lunch eligible) students. For higher-income children, there was substantial crowd-out of private preschool.

In a recent working paper, Zerpa (2021) takes advantage of the introduction (or significant expansion) of state-funded pre-K across 10 states between 1998 and 2005 to estimate the short- and medium-term effects of pre-K on non-test score outcomes. She finds evidence of

---

28 Several relevant papers do not fit neatly into the categorization of methods in Section III. First, Bartik and Hershbein (2018) take a two-way fixed effects approach to estimate the effects of a cohort’s public school pre-K enrollment rates (at the state, district, and school) levels and various outcomes in grades 4 and 8, finding that the average pre-K program does not improve reading or math scores or reduce special education placement or grade retention. Challenges with this approach are that the source of cohort-by-area variation in public school pre-K enrollment rates is unclear, and enrollment rates are likely measured with error, particularly at finer levels of geography, due to the fact that not all state-funded pre-K programs are operated through public schools. (See also Rosinsky (2014)). Second, using data from the 1998-99 kindergarten cohort of the Early Childhood Longitudinal Study (ECLS-K), Magnuson, Ruhm, and Waldfogel (2007) estimate the effects of pre-K participation on outcomes in kindergarten and first grade, controlling for observables using conventional linear regression as well as propensity score methods. They find that pre-K attendance raises test scores but weakens behavioral outcomes in the fall of kindergarten, and the negative behavioral effects persist to the spring of first grade. Since these estimates could be subject to bias from selection on unobservables, the authors explore using state pre-K funding and enrollment as instruments for pre-K attendance. However, the fact that the ECLS-K includes only one cohort makes this effectively a cross-state comparison. (See also Loeb et al. (2007).)

29 Bassok, Fitzpatrick, and Loeb (2014) examine how the introduction of the universal pre-K programs in Georgia and Oklahoma affected childcare providers, and Bassok (2012) discusses how state-funded pre-K programs have affected the Head Start programs.
significant reductions in grade repetition, with larger effects for low-income children in universal pre-K states. The finding of larger impacts for universal pre-K programs is consistent with Cascio (2020), described below.

Not all studies rely on variation in program adoption at the state level. Across a series of papers, Kenneth Dodge, Helen Ladd, and Clara Muschkin combine variation across counties in the timing and intensity of funding for North Carolina’s state pre-K program with rich state administrative data. Though funding was targeted toward low-income children, most classrooms included non-eligible children, potentially making it more like a universal pre-K program in effect. Ladd, Muschkin, and Dodge (2014) find that more pre-K funding directed to a child’s birth county when s/he would have been age-eligible for pre-K raised her reading and math test scores in third grade. Likewise, Muschkin, Ladd, and Dodge (2015) find that increases in state pre-K funding reduce the odds of special education placement in third grade, considerably reducing costs to the state. Dodge, Bai, Ladd, and Muschkin (2016) consider both sets of outcomes, as well as grade retention through fifth grade, finding the effects persist.

b. Age-Eligibility: RDD

A nice feature of a DD approach exploiting variation from program implementation is that it allows for estimation of the medium- and long-term impacts of ECE exposure and attendance. However, DD approaches can only be applied where program implementation is dramatic enough to see an effect in aggregate data – typically in places with universal programs. Targeted pre-K programs are nevertheless quite common (Friedman-Krauss et al., 2020).

The age-eligibility RDD has now been widely applied to estimate the short-term effects of both universal and targeted programs. In the pioneering application, Gormley and Gayer (2005) compare the fall 2001 test scores of public school children in Tulsa, Oklahoma who just
barely made the cutoff to enter kindergarten that year – and who are highly likely to have attended pre-K the year prior – to those of children who just barely missed the cutoff, who were therefore just embarking on their pre-K year. They found that Tulsa’s universal pre-K program improved cognitive, motor, and language scores, with larger impacts for minorities and children eligible for free- or reduced-price lunch.\textsuperscript{30}

Weiland and Yoshikawa (2013) apply a similar RDD approach to evaluate Boston’s universal pre-K program. Like the Tulsa program, Boston’s program was well-resourced on many dimensions, but research-based curricula and teacher coaching provided additional scaffolding for program effects. They found “moderate-to-large” impacts on tests of language, numeracy, and mathematics, but small impacts on tests of executive functioning and socio-emotional skills. Like Gormley and Gayer (2005), they found some evidence of larger impacts for free- or reduced-price lunch eligible children and nonwhite children.

Several papers offer RDD estimates for a collection of states simultaneously, including many with targeted programs. Wong et al. (2008) present RDD estimates of pre-K eligibility and attendance impacts on for five states – Michigan, New Jersey, Oklahoma, South Carolina, and West Virginia. Like the Tulsa and Boston programs, the pre-K programs in these states are fairly well-resourced by conventional measures of structural quality (i.e., mandated class sizes or staff ratios, teacher education requirements, available support services; see Section V). However, only one (Oklahoma) was universal at the time the data were collected; the remainder targeted enrollment based on economic need or other risk factors. State-specific sample sizes are also typically smaller than in the Tulsa and Boston pre-K evaluations, contributing to imprecision.

\textsuperscript{30} In related work, Smith (2016) finds that Black children (but not white children) just barely eligible for Oklahoma’s universal pre-K program in its first year were significantly less likely to have been charged with a crime at ages 18-19 than their counterparts just barely ineligible.
The findings are indeed less conclusive than in Gormley and Gayer (2005) and Weiland and Yoshikawa (2013): Though most point estimates are positive, they are statistically significant for the PPVT in only two cases (New Jersey and Oklahoma) and math in only one case (New Jersey). Positive effects on print awareness are more robust and more common. But small sample sizes preclude fruitful exploration of heterogeneity in impacts by race or socio-economic status.

Barnett et al. (2018) estimate RDD impacts for the five states in Wong at al. (2008), as well as for Arkansas, California, and New Mexico – states with different (and sometimes less rigorous) pre-K standards than the original five, but all with targeted programs. While the sample sizes remain small relative to the Tulsa and Boston evaluations, the external validity of the estimates may benefit from the authors’ use of data from many cohorts. Consistent with the findings of Wong et al. (2008), the estimates for literacy were almost universally positive and statistically significant, whereas those for language (PPVT) and math (Woodcock-Johnson) were less likely to be significant at the individual state level. Pooling across states, however, weighted average estimates for all tests are statistically significant, with the largest impacts for literacy, followed by math, then language.

There are two broad sets of limitations with these RDD pre-K evaluations. The first, outlined in Lipsey et al. (2015), are largely idiosyncratic to the type of administrative data universally used in these analyses rather than to the design itself. In particular, use of fall test scores has the potential to confound the effects of kindergarten attendance with the (persistent) effects of pre-K. Additionally, focusing on children who enroll in public schools, rather than complete cohorts, precludes identification of proper ITT and TOT/LATE coefficients. Second, despite the relatively large number of contexts where the same basic RDD has been applied and
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even often the same tests used, little attention has been paid to understanding the sources of
cross-state variation in program impacts – for example, whether universal programs have
systematically different impacts than targeted ones.

Cascio (2020) tries to address these limitations using data from the Birth Cohort of the
Early Childhood Longitudinal Study (ECLS-B), a survey following a nationally representative
sample of children born in 2001 from birth through kindergarten completion. Unlike prior RDD
studies, the paper harnesses the age-eligibility variation in pre-K enrollment in a specification
that compares adjacent school entry cohorts in two groups of states: (1) those with robust pre-K
programs in 2005-06, when the 2001 birth cohort would have first aged into pre-K eligibility;
and (2) those without pre-K programs in 2005-06 or where pre-K programs were too small or too
little differentiated across 3- and 4-year-olds to detect a first-stage impact on pre-K attendance in
the ECLS-B. This DD approach has the benefit of allowing for the estimation of true ITT and
TOT/LATE effects. In addition, by using the same outcome and applying the same
methodology to different groups of states, the paper can compare differences in efficacy between
universal and targeted programs.

Cascio (2020) finds that universal pre-K eligibility and attendance increases preschool-
age test scores by significantly more than targeted pre-K program eligibility and attendance, with
a larger universal-targeted difference in impacts for children eligible for free or reduced-price
lunch. Differences in program impacts between universal and targeted pre-K are not explained
by systematic differences in other program characteristics (i.e., which standards are applied),
differences in state demographics, or differences in the counterfactual care environment. Akin to

---

32 The underlying variation is, however, less local to the age-eligibility threshold, potentially raising questions about
internal validity. Informal testing of the model’s identifying assumption (i.e., balance tests using birth weight and
earlier developmental test scores as outcomes) suggest that it holds.
the body of RDD evaluations, there are larger and more robust impacts for reading over math. But as with the age-eligibility RDD, longer-term impacts cannot be considered.

c. **Social Experiments**

Following the arc of research on Head Start, pre-K research on recent cohorts has had the potential to benefit from social experiments that do not face this limitation. The Tennessee Voluntary Pre-K (TN-VPK) evaluation, conducted by researchers at Peabody Research Institute Vanderbilt University in coordination with the Tennessee Department of Education, randomized offers to attend this highly resourced, targeted program to around 3000 children across oversubscribed centers in the state in fall 2009 and fall 2010. In principle, the TN-VPK evaluation could thus be carried out in the same way as the HSIS evaluation. However, consent rates for follow-up testing that were both low and significantly different across treatment status led the researchers to abandon this approach in favor of a comparison between actual participants and non-participants, adjusted for selection on observables. They find test score impacts at the end of the pre-K year similar in magnitude to those seen in the HSIS, but negative effects as of third grade (Lipsey, Farran, and Durkin, 2018).

More recently, Weiland et al. (2019) present findings from a randomized evaluation of the Boston Public Schools (BPS) Pre-K program, effectuated by the use of lotteries to assign slots in oversubscribed programs between fall 2007 and fall 2011. Although lottery winners were more likely both to attend BPS Pre-K and to remain enrolled in the BPS through third grade than lottery losers, they were not less likely to be retained in grade or to be placed in special education, and their third grade math and reading scores were no higher. The authors show, however, that in the lotteries under study, the marginal BPS pre-K enrollee would have otherwise
received other formal care or education. The null findings are thus consistent with the HSIS analyses of Feller et al. (2016) and Kline and Walters (2016).

Thus, despite their promise, these two social experiments face obstacles in providing credible estimates of the longer-term impacts of targeted and universal pre-K. Adding rigor to the TN-VPK evaluation will require administrative data on the full study sample. In addition, the essentially complete crowd-out of center-based care in the BPS Pre-K evaluation means that longer-term follow-ups are likely to deliver null findings – or at least will not be able to say anything about the subLATE for pre-K “home compliers,” who are still likely to be substantial in many settings. There is thus still much to be learned about the impacts of pre-K, particularly concerning longer-term effects.

V. The Importance of the Counterfactual and Program Quality

Several common themes emerge from this literature review. First, any given ECE program appears to have smaller impacts on outcomes when it substitutes for another. Second, although not always the case, the same program tends to have larger impacts on those who are more disadvantaged, even when the scope for program substitution is limited. These observations led Cascio and Schanzenbach (2014) to develop a simple framework to summarize existing literature and to guide interpretation of prospective studies. The accompanying schematic illustrates the importance of the counterfactual but also reveals how little the literature has addressed what defines quality ECE in practice. I end this section with a brief discussion of the literature on ECE quality, or the “ECE production function.”

A. A Framework for Interpretation

Suppose that (1) The higher the quality of a child’s learning environment – accounting for both time at home and school or childcare – the more a young child will learn over any
period of time; and (2) In the absence of ECE intervention, the quality of a child’s learning environment is (weakly) increasing in family socio-economic status (SES). An implication of assumption (1) is that ECE treatment effects should be directly proportional to the change in the quality of the learning environment that the ECE program in question represents, relative to the counterfactual. An implication of assumption (2) is that an ECE program of the same quality will generate weakly larger ECE treatment effects for those from lower-SES backgrounds.

Cascio and Schanzenbach (2014) illustrate the implications through a simple schematic. Figure 6 Panel A considers a benchmark case, where the quality of the learning environment is linearly increasing in SES in the absence of formal ECE. The slope of this solid bold line could reflect the SES gradient in early assessment scores under the counterfactual, assumed here to be exclusive maternal or informal care. The remaining horizontal lines then reflect the canonical understanding of PPP and Head Start at its inception, when such a counterfactual would have been more likely to hold for targeted children due to lower rates of maternal labor force participation and a less developed private care and education market. Reflecting the findings on these programs outlined in Section IV – and their common interpretation – I have modeled the vertical distance between the quality of PPP and the quality of the counterfactual to be longer, and thus PPP treatment effects to be larger. The distance is thus shorter for Head Start both because it casts a “wider net,” reaching further up the distribution of SES, but also because Head Start quality is widely considered lower than that in PPP.

In more recent years, the counterfactual learning environment for the average ECE participant has not been one with exclusive maternal or informal care. For at least some children

33 I will defer discussion of how exactly quality can be measured; for now, just assume that quality is defined such that this assumption holds.
34 Higher SES parents may be better teachers themselves and have more resources to invest in their children’s human capital.
today, a randomized offer to attend Head Start or establishment of a preschool in the local public schools displaces attendance in formal childcare or private preschool. As described in Section IV, the ITT and TOT/LATE then become weighted averages of ITTs and TOTs/LATEs for children who would have been in a formal learning situation and children who would have been in informal or home care, with weights proportional to each group’s share in the population. Assuming that a formal learning situation is superior to maternal or informal care, the quality of the counterfactual learning environment then increases for the average child. Figure 6 Panel B models other center-based care as having a larger impact on lower-SES children.

The consequence is to erode estimated treatment effects relative to what they would have been in the absence of formal learning opportunities. In Figure 6 Panel B, I depict the two valid U.S. social experiments discussed in Section IV. I assume that Head Start, as it pertains to the HSIS, served the same range of the SES distribution at roughly the same quality as in Panel A. But now it generates a smaller impact: The vertical distance between Head Start quality and the quality of the average counterfactual learning environment is now lower because it averages across children who would have attended other center-based care (null impacts) and those who would not have (positive effects) (Kline and Walters, 2016; Feller et al., 2016; Zhai, Brooks-Gunn, and Waldfogel, 2014). The other horizontal line in Panel B represents the universal pre-K program in BPS, which is widely regarded as high quality and serves children from across the SES distribution. The Weiland et al. (2019) finding of null effects reflects essentially complete formal program substitution on the margin.

Figure 6 Panel C considers another case for universal pre-K, brought to light by studies that present separate estimates by family background (e.g., Cascio and Schanzenbach, 2013). In this version of the figure, I have added a line representing the quality of the counterfactual
environment for the *average* child by SES, which is a weighted average of the quality of the formal and informal/maternal counterfactuals (now represented with dashed lines); weights on the formal counterfactual are equal to the share experiencing it, which I assume to be increasing in SES, per the statistics in Table 1. Lower-SES children on average continue to have a lower quality counterfactual learning environment both because they are less likely to be enrolled in another program and because of a lower-quality home learning environment. As in the first example, effects are thus larger for lower-SES children. However, they are smaller than they would have been in the absence of formal alternatives.\(^{35}\)

**B. What is Quality?**

In this simple framework, program quality is revealed by the magnitude of its impact on outcomes, conditional on the counterfactual. Conceptualizing quality in this way can be misleading. Two programs that have different impacts – like Head Start at its inception and PPP – may not really be that different in terms of quality, but just have different counterfactuals. Likewise, two programs that yield the same-sized (positive) impacts might be very different quality in absolute terms, depending on the counterfactual. In addition, any given program employs a bundle of inputs, combining them in a potentially unique way. From a practical perspective, concerned with resource allocation, it may be more helpful to understand which inputs and production technologies matter.

ECE researchers outside of economics have categorized ECE quality into two types – **structural quality** and **process quality**. According to Yoshikawa et al. (2013):

> Process quality features—children’s immediate experience of positive and stimulating interactions—are the most important contributors to children’s gains in language, literacy, mathematics, and social skills. Structural features of quality (those features of quality that can be changed by structuring the setting differently

\(^{35}\) For the highest SES children, treatment effects can even be negative. Havnes and Mogstad (2015) find negative effects in the top tercile of the income distribution in a DD analysis of universal childcare in Norway.
or putting different requirements for staff in place, like group size, ratio, or teacher qualifications) help to create the conditions for positive process quality, but do not ensure that it will occur (p. 6).

In the language of the economics of the education, structural quality is thus embodied in inputs, like class size and teacher qualification requirements, that can be relatively readily manipulated through policy intervention. By contrast, process quality is teacher quality; some teachers are better than others at providing the positive and supportive interactions that stimulate early learning with the inputs available. The closest analogy to process quality in the economics of education is thus teacher value-added (see, for example, Chetty, Friedman, and Rockoff (2014) and Jackson (2018)).

Estimation of “education production functions” for elementary and secondary education, relating school inputs to school outputs for attendees, has by now been the subject of a large literature (see, for example, chapters by Glewwe (for developing countries) and Chakrabarti (for developed countries) in this Handbook), as has teacher value-added (see the chapter by Springer in this Handbook). At present, we have much less evidence on “ECE production functions,” and very little evidence on the value-added of ECE teachers. Generating such evidence faces similar challenges as the literature on attendance and the parallel quality and teacher value-added literature in K-12 education: ECE quality and teachers are typically not randomly assigned. However, it also faces unique challenges; for example, estimation of teacher value-added models in the ECE context is often prohibitively expensive, since most young children are not yet literate and are thus incapable of being assessed without one-on-one adult supervision.

Given these challenges, the most convincing evidence on ECE production functions to date has come from a limited number of studies that either randomly assign some aspect of ECE quality (like class size or length of the school day) or randomly assign students to ECE sites (or
within site, to teachers), and provide contemporaneous (with the intervention) testing data on all study participants. The remainder of this section discusses the limited literature.

C. Evidence on Quality in ECE

The first studies that meet these criteria came from the Tennessee STAR (Student-Teacher Achievement Ratio) experiment, or “Project STAR,” which randomly assigned about 6000 entering kindergartners into different-sized classes within 79 Tennessee schools in the fall of 1985. New school entrants over the next three years were randomly assigned to classrooms, and all study children maintained their experimental class size types through third grade. Re-evaluating the initial experimental data, Krueger (1999) finds that children randomly assigned to smaller classes, particularly minority and lower-income children, had higher test scores through third grade. Follow-up studies on Project STAR have shown that that the class size intervention boosted test scores in middle school and increased the chances of taking a college-entrance exam and completing college, particularly for minorities (Krueger and Whitmore, 2001; Dynarski, Hyman, and Schanzenbach, 2013). Merging Project STAR participants to tax records, Chetty et al. (2011) likewise find that small classes raise college attendance, though not earnings at age 27.

Because Project STAR also randomly assigned teachers to classrooms within schools, teacher characteristics were orthogonal to both class size and student characteristics. While Krueger (1999) finds that teacher characteristics like education and experience did not affect test scores in the short term on average, Dee (2004) shows that being assigned a teacher of the same race significantly increased them, and Chetty et al. (2011) find that children assigned more experienced kindergarten teachers had higher earnings at age 27. Project STAR’s design also means that it has been possible to identify classroom effects. Chetty et al. (2011) found that
children randomly assigned to classmates scoring higher on end-of-year exams were themselves better off later in life – more likely have attended college and higher earning.

More innovation has occurred outside of the U.S. context. Araujo et al. (2016) explicitly study the importance of teacher quality in kindergarten, randomly assigning nearly 25,000 children across two cohorts to teachers within Ecuador elementary schools. Their data allow them to produce experimental estimates of teacher value-added and to correlate teacher value-added against a number of teacher characteristics – not just education and experience, but also teacher family background, teacher personality characteristics, and scores on an observational rubric of child-teacher interactions implemented by trained assessors – the Classroom Assessment Scoring System (CLASS; Pianta, La Paro, and Hamre, 2008).\textsuperscript{36} CLASS is widely used in ECE contexts and has been found to be more predictive of children’s learning gains in ECE than structural quality (Sabol et al., 2013). However, until Araujo et al. (2016), it had not been directly compared to teacher test score value-added. Araujo et al. (2016) find that significant variation in efficacy across teachers and that CLASS scores correlate highly with teacher efficacy in math, reading, and a measure of executive function.

Returning to the U.S. context, Bloom and Weiland (2015) and Walters (2015) estimate significant heterogeneity in the impacts of Head Start attendance across sites in the HSIS. Bloom and Weiland (2015) consider both cognitive and socio-emotional outcomes and present estimates of cross-site heterogeneity in the treatment-control contrast in care experiences (e.g., in terms of average weekly hours in center care, percent with a teacher who has a BA). However, Walters (2015) formalizes the connection, estimating the correlation between various characteristics of

\textsuperscript{36} Araujo, Dormal, and Schady (2019) examine how caregiver characteristics relate to developmental outcomes of infants and toddlers in a setting with within-center random assignment to caregivers. They find that children randomly assigned to teachers with higher CLASS scores or more experience had better development outcomes; however, caregiver education—a structural quality measure—has no impact.
the local environment and site-specific treatment effects. He finds that Head Start sites where there is a greater substitution from center-based ECE tend to exhibit lower effects on cognitive test scores, consistent with findings from the HSIS earlier reported. Teacher education, the High/Scope (PPP) curriculum, and class size did not correlate with test score impacts, but Head Start centers with full-day programs and home visitation tended to have larger test score effects.

A limitation of the Walters (2015) analysis is that, although the HSIS randomized offers to attend Head Start within each participating site, it did not randomly assign local program characteristics. Several recent studies overcome this limitation in the context of estimating impacts of the length of the school day. Gibbs (2014) uses lottery-based variation from oversubscribed programs to estimate the effects of full-day (relative to half-day) kindergarten in five Indiana school districts, finding that full-day programs increase literacy scores, particularly among Latino children and children with low baseline literacy levels. More recently, Atteberry, Bassok, and Wong (2019) carry out a similar analysis in the context of pre-K in a school district near Denver, Colorado. They find that full-day pre-K increases receptive vocabulary skills and teacher-reports of cognitive, physical, and socio-emotional development in pre-K as well as literacy tests at the start of kindergarten.

VI. Why: Theoretical Mechanisms

Another limitation of the simple framework laid out in Section V is that it does not provide any insight into why ECE might work to improve a child’s outcomes. Broadly, there are two sets of theoretical mechanisms: those that focus on how program participation itself affects human capital formation and those that focus on how program participation might affect other aspects of a child’s environment, which affect human capital formation in turn.

A. Program Participation and Human Capital Formation
1. The Technology of Skill Formation and Dynamic Complementarity

In terms of how program participation itself affects human capital formation, the dominant theory among economists has been articulated by Heckman (2007) and Cunha and Heckman (2007, 2009). This theory concerns the process by which investments are combined to form skill across childhood or the technology of skill formation. Importantly, “skill” in this framework is multi-dimensional, including not just the cognitive (as might be measured on IQ and achievement tests), but also the “non-cognitive” – all else that might contribute to the measures of long-run well-being that have been the focus of the ECE literature. Investments in one period raise the child’s skill or capabilities in the next, and different types of skill can complement one another so that the whole is more than the sum of the parts. More skill also encourages future investment by increasing its return. With a stronger foundation through ECE, subsequent investments yield a higher payoff, making a person better off later in life than they would have been in the absence of ECE, or with investment later in childhood.

One implication of this framework is that investments later in childhood or adolescence should be more productive, or generate larger impacts when they follow larger early life investments or build on larger early life endowments – a phenomenon called “dynamic complementarity.” To use the notation of Cunha and Heckman (2009), skill or capabilities in period \( t + 1 \), \( \theta_{t+1} \), are a function of skill or capabilities in period \( t \), \( \theta_t \), investments in \( t \), \( I_t \), and parental capabilities at \( t \), \( \theta_t^P \), i.e., \( \theta_{t+1} = f_t(\theta_t, I_t, \theta_t^P) \). Period \( t + 1 \) skill or capabilities are increasing in both period \( t \) skill and investments, or \( \frac{\partial f_t(\theta_t, I_t, \theta_t^P)}{\partial \theta_t} > 0 \) and \( \frac{\partial f_t(\theta_t, I_t, \theta_t^P)}{\partial I_t} > 0 \). Dynamic complementarity implies further that \( \frac{\partial^2 f_t(\theta_t, I_t, \theta_t^P)}{\partial \theta_t \partial I_t} > 0 \).

While relatively large internal rates of return to some ECE programs motivated this idea, they do not provide a true test of it. A true test requires there to be two independent investment
shocks at different stages of development – in terms of the notation above, one earlier investment, at say \( t - j \), \( \theta_{t-j} \), which serves to raise skill or capabilities at time \( t \), \( \theta_t \), and another later investment, \( \theta_t \). As pointed out by Almond and Mazumder (2013), a true test of dynamic complementarity in observational data in essence thus requires “lightning to strike twice” (p. 49), and it is typically challenging enough to find variation suitable for credible program evaluation of ECE alone. Of the literature reviewed in Section IV, only one study – that by Johnson and Jackson (2019) – meets this criterion, in exploiting variation from the rollout of Head Start (\( I_{t-j} \)) and variation from subsequent school spending from school finance reform (\( I_t \)). They find evidence consistent with dynamic complementarity: SFR-induced increases in school spending are more productive when preceded by greater exposure to Head Start. But this has not always been the case in settings considering ECE. For example, Rossin-Slater and Wüst (2020) find that a targeted preschool program in Denmark had larger later-life impacts in the absence of exposure to a nurse home visiting program in infancy.

2. **Reconciling with Cognitive Test Score Fadeout**

As described in Section IV, it is common to find “fadeout” in the cognitive impacts of ECE participation. The multi-dimensionality of skills in the framework described above has provided a convenient way to reconcile fadeout with the fact that ECE can also have positive effects on later-life, non-test outcomes. Even if the impact of ECE on cognitive skills may fade, the impact on the non-cognitive skills that are important determinants of later-life outcomes may persist. For example, Heckman, Pinto, and Savelyev (2013) show that, in the context of the PPP, “personality skills” – rather than cognitive skills – explain a lot of the program’s effects on adult outcomes. However, it is generally difficult to isolate causal mechanisms in a setting where the only (quasi) experimental variation is in program participation itself. Without adding structure or
having a second source of credible identifying variation, one can typically only identify whether participation affected an outcome that reflects a hypothesized mechanism (e.g., longer-term non-cognitive skills), not also the effect of that intermediate outcome on the later-life outcomes of interest.

Problems with test score measurement may provide another way to reconcile fadeout with persistent effects on later-life, non-test outcomes. In particular, fadeout could be a statistical artifact – an outgrowth of the common practice of re-expressing test scores in distributional terms, such as in standard deviation units. The hypothesis, first articulated by Lang (2010), is that if the distribution of knowledge becomes higher variance as children age, the impacts of an early intervention on standardized test scores will fall even as the effects on knowledge remain unchanged. Cascio and Staiger (2012) test this hypothesis using estimates of the parameters of a model of knowledge accumulation across the school career to predict how the distribution of knowledge expands with child age. Their results imply that the distribution of knowledge does widen as children progress through school, but not by enough to account for much fadeout. Investigating this question from a different angle, Wan et al. (2021) succeed in eliminating fadeout in math scores in an RCT of an early mathematics curriculum intervention with some order-preserving transformations of the original test scale.

These findings suggest that at least some fadeout is likely real, generated by children forgetting what they learned, or by later schooling experiences not reinforcing or building on early knowledge gains. Subsequent attendance at relatively low quality schools is a candidate explanation for stronger test score fadeout among Black Head Start participants (Currie and Thomas, 2000).

B. Other Channels Affecting Human Capital Formation
The mechanisms described in the prior section implicitly assume that the instruction and care provided in an ECE program itself generate program effects. But ECE is not just about the child’s experience in the program; other aspects of a child’s environment – whether his mother is employed, parenting practices – may change as a result, feeding back into his development.

As discussed in Section II, U.S. ECE programs have typically been explicitly focused on education or enhancing child development, not on providing subsidized childcare. However, public kindergarten and pre-K as well as Head Start provide an implicit childcare subsidy for the length of the school day, opening the possibility that they affect maternal labor supply. Empirical findings on this front nevertheless suggest that maternal employment is not a strong candidate explanation for the developmental effects of ECE participation in the U.S.

Gelbach (2002) was the first to take a quasi-experimental approach to estimate how the childcare subsidy implicit in public early education affects the labor supply of American mothers. In the spirit of the age-eligibility RDD, he uses quarter of birth dummies as instruments for whether a five-year-old is enrolled in public kindergarten in the 1980 Census. He finds modest impacts on various labor supply measures of married women and slightly larger impacts for single women, albeit only those without another child under the age of five. Fitzpatrick (2012) revisits these findings by applying an age-eligibility RDD to restricted-use data from the 2000 Census containing exact day of birth. Unlike Gelbach (2002), she finds positive impacts on the labor supply of single women with no children under age 5. The difference in findings may result in part from differences in research design, but differences in the context for maternal employment in 2000 versus 1980 likely matter as well.

Cascio (2009b) arrives at similar conclusions as Fitzpatrick (2012) but using variation from the introduction of state subsidies for kindergarten across the South and West. Combining
data from the 1950 through 1990 Censuses and taking both a DD approach (exploiting cross-state variation in timing) and a triple-difference (DDD) approach (exploiting both the variation in timing and the fact that American kindergartens subsidize the care of children only at age 5), she finds that the public school enrollment of a 5-year-old increases the employment of single women without any younger children, but has no impact on the labor supply of other mothers, despite substantial substitution of public for private kindergarten.

Researchers have also applied both DD and RDD approaches to estimating how pre-K enrollment affects maternal employment. The most convincing evidence comes from Fitzpatrick (2010), who uses the RDD and restricted-use 2000 Census data containing exact day of birth to estimate the maternal labor supply impacts of universal pre-K eligibility and enrollment in Georgia and Oklahoma. Four-year-olds just barely eligible for these programs were more likely to be enrolled in preschool, but their mothers were typically no more likely to be working. Using a DD approach taking advantage of the introduction of the Georgia and Oklahoma programs, Cascio and Schanzenbach (2013) find a similar result.37

There are also some studies on the maternal labor supply impacts of targeted ECE in the U.S., particularly Head Start. Several studies (Sabol and Chase-Lansdale, 2015; Schiman, 2019; Wikle and Wilson, 2020) attempt to exploit the experimental variation from the HSIS, but arrive at different conclusions, arguably due to how they define estimation samples. Wikle and Wilson (2020) combine their HSIS evaluation with a quasi-experimental analysis exploiting variation over time and across states in the intensity of Head Start funding expansions in the 1990s, along with the fact that Head Start largely serves three- and four-year-old children. Their findings

---

37 Sall (2014) takes a two-way fixed effects approach estimating the effects of district-level provision of pre-K across ten southern states, nine of which operated targeted programs over the period of study (1990 to 2006). He finds that district-level pre-K provision raises the labor force participation and employment rates of mothers of four-year-olds who have no younger children, but with stronger effects among married than single women.
suggest Head Start increases employment, but only among single mothers. However, applying Ludwig and Miller’s (2007) RDD variation to restricted Census data, Pihl (2020) finds that, at its inception, Head Start reduced employment among single mothers in both the short term and over the longer run.

Broadly, the findings from these studies are consistent with Lubotsky and Qureshi (2018) and Cascio (2017), who show that changes in the employment of mothers whose children are just aging into public preschool school eligibility are small relative to those experienced across motherhood overall. Why doesn’t public ECE in the U.S. generate a larger maternal labor supply response? Cascio (2015) notes that the developmental impacts of universal ECE programs across the world tend to be inversely related to their maternal employment impacts, potentially due to differences in program emphases and goals.\(^{38}\) One way in which these differences are manifest is that the school day rarely aligns with the workday. Several studies outside the U.S. (Martínez A. and Perticará, 2017; Duchini and Van Effenterre, 2020) suggest that the length of the school day can be an important constraint on maternal employment.\(^{39}\) Another possible explanation lies in

---

\(^{38}\) The extensive literatures on the universal childcare programs in Norway and Canada help to illustrate this point. The centerpiece of Quebec’s Family Policy, introduced in 1997, was the implementation of full-day kindergarten as well as heavily subsidized universal childcare (at a cost of $5 per day), initially for 4-year-olds but expanding to younger children in the years to follow. Using the rest of Canada as a comparison group for Quebec in an initial comprehensive DD evaluation, Baker, Gruber, and Milligan (2008) find that Quebec’s significantly (and substantially) increased employment of married women, but reduced child well-being (health and non-cognitive skills). (See also Lefebvre and Merrigan (2008) and Lefebvre, Merrigan, and Verstaete (2009) on employment impacts.) These effects moreover persisted through early adulthood, manifesting in lower self-reported health and increases in criminal behavior (Baker, Gruber, and Milligan, 2019). By contrast, DD estimates of the impacts of the Norwegian universal childcare program, exploiting municipality-by-time variation in program introduction, show limited impacts maternal labor supply (Havnes and Mogstad, 2011a) but improvements in later life outcomes, such as earnings (Havnes and Mogstad, 2011b) that were concentrated in two bottom terciles of the income distribution (Havnes and Mogstad, 2015). Norway’s program met many of the standards of preschool programs; Quebec’s did not. See Cascio (2015) for further discussion of universal programs elsewhere in the world.

\(^{39}\) Randomizing slots in oversubscribed after school programs in a subset of Santiago primary schools, Martínez A. and Perticará (2017) show that expansion of access to after-school care opportunities increases the labor force participation and employment of women who have at least one child not yet eligible for school. Using a DD approach comparing women based on their children’s age eligibility, Duchini and Van Effenterre (2020) find that a 2013 reform to French primary schools that added class time on Wednesdays increased maternal monthly wages weekly days worked and reduced the gap in part time work between mothers and fathers.
the lack of maternal supports and subsidized childcare in the U.S. at earlier ages. Most American mothers will have decided whether or not to return to work before a child reaches an age to be eligible for public ECE. Pihl (2020) also offers a novel insight: Public ECE does more than just provide an implicit childcare subsidy. The author argues, for example, that Head Start’s facilitation of participation in safety net programs, like cash welfare, and emphasis on parental involvement may weaken single women’s attachment to the labor force.

Indeed, ECE programs can affect parenting practices. Parenting may improve as a result of a child’s ECE participation, or it may deteriorate. Gelber and Isen (2013) consider parenting through the lens of time use. Using data and variation from the HSIS, they find that parents of children randomized slots in Head Start spent more quality time with their children, doing things like reading or math activities. Cascio and Schanzenbach (2013) find a larger gap between less-educated mothers of 4-year-olds and less-educated mothers of 5-year-olds in the amount of time spent caring for or helping children in states with universal pre-K programs (Georgia and Oklahoma) versus elsewhere in the country. A similar DD is not observed for more-educated mothers. However, their estimates were considerably noisier than those of Gelber and Isen (2013).

VII. Conclusions

This chapter has provided an overview of the “what, when, where, who, how, and why” of ECE in the U.S. Over the past two decades, we have made considerable progress toward understanding the impacts of participation in ECE programs operating at scale in the U.S. (and abroad), as the literature has moved away from – despite being still strongly influenced by – small-scale model ECE interventions like PPP and ABC. And yet, there is still much more to learn, even on the participation margin. For example, the literature would benefit from more
social experiments like the HSIS, particularly in the context of pre-K. At present, we also have no long-term outcomes data from social experiments and are instead predicting impacts on longer-term outcomes, like earnings, from initial test score impacts. In general, there is a dearth of studies on the longer-term effects of pre-K, regardless of research design.

There is, at present, even more uncertainty about the mechanisms linking large-scale ECE interventions to later-life well-being, as well as about the ECE production function. To convincingly study the first issue requires not just “as good as random” variation in ECE participation, but also credible identifying variation in the proposed mechanism itself. To design a study that can do both would be challenging, but not entirely outside the realm of possibility for a field experiment. Convincingly studying the second issue requires a shift in mindset, or an application of methods like those described in Section III toward the ECE “quality” margin, holding participation constant. I hope to see considerable progress on these issues in the decades to come.
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Sources: Public use microdata samples from the Decennial Census (1920-2000) and American Community Survey (2006-18) (Ruggles et al., 2020).
Notes: Author’s calculations limiting sample to children residing in the 50 states or Washington, D.C. and for whom age and school enrollment are not allocated and weighting by person weights (sample line weights in 1950). School enrollment incorporates both public and private education and is not reported for children under the age of five in 1960.

Notes: Author’s calculations. Enrollment figures for pre-K, kindergarten, and first grade are in public schools. Kindergarten funding dates are left censored at 1960.
Figure 3. U.S. School Enrollment Rates by Age and Survey Year:
October CPS, 1981-2018

Sources: Public use microdata samples from the October Current Population Survey School Enrollment Supplement (Flood et al., 2020).

Notes: Author’s calculations limiting sample to children residing in the 50 states or Washington, D.C. and for whom age and school enrollment are not allocated and weighting by final sampling weights.
Sources: Public use microdata samples from the Decennial Census (1930-2000) and American Community Survey (2006-18) (Ruggles et al., 2020).
Notes: Author’s calculations limiting sample to children residing in the 50 states or Washington, D.C. and for whom child age and school enrollment and maternal employment are not allocated and weighting by (child) person weights (sample line weights in 1950).
Figure 5. Enrollment Rates in Early Education Across the World

A. OECD

B. Americas


Notes: Figures shown are net enrollment rates in pre-primary education (NER_02_CP). The enrollment rate for Great Britain (GBR) corresponds to 2015. Some countries under a given classification have no data reported. For example, Panel A is missing data on Canada, Colombia, Czech Republic, Israel, and Japan.
Figure 6. Conceptual Framework for ECE Impact Evaluation

A. Counterfactual is Maternal or Informal Care: Targeted Programs

- Program impact directly proportional to the change in the quality of the learning environment it represents.

B. Counterfactual with Other Center-Based Care: Targeted Programs

- Null findings if marginal child in center-based care.
- Impacts depend on the counterfactual.
C. Counterfactual with Other Center-Based Care: Universal Pre-K

Source: These figures are adapted from figures presented in Cascio and Schanzenbach (2014).
Table 1. Gaps in Overall School Enrollment across Groups Defined by Race, Region, and Family Background: by Age and Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Region (South - non-South)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-20.4</td>
<td>-32.0</td>
<td>-22.6</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>-2.0</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>-0.8</td>
<td>-2.7</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-3.3</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-2.2</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Race (Nonwhite - White)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-7.7</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>-1.0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Parental Education (Below Median - Above Median)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-12.6</td>
<td>-17.6</td>
<td>-11.6</td>
<td>-11.1</td>
<td>-6.9</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>-0.4</td>
<td>-18.3</td>
<td>-22.8</td>
<td>-20.2</td>
<td>-17.9</td>
<td>-18.2</td>
<td>-17.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-9.2</td>
<td>-17.5</td>
<td>-15.2</td>
<td>-16.5</td>
<td>-21.1</td>
<td>-22.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maternal Employment (Mother Not Employed - Mother Employed)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-6.2</td>
<td>-4.5</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
<td>-4.4</td>
<td>-4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>-5.0</td>
<td>-12.1</td>
<td>-7.8</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>-8.5</td>
<td>-10.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-6.0</td>
<td>-12.3</td>
<td>-7.4</td>
<td>-10.9</td>
<td>-11.9</td>
<td>-12.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: Public use microdata samples from the Decennial Census (1920-2000) and American Community Survey (2006-18) (Ruggles et al., 2020).
Table 2. Gaps in Public School Enrollment across Groups Defined by Race, Region, and Family Background: by Age and Year

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>A. Region (South - non-South)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-34.3</td>
<td>-30.8</td>
<td>-5.7</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>-3.1</td>
<td>-3.0</td>
<td>-1.6</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>-0.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-2.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>B. Race (Nonwhite - White)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>12.7</td>
<td>14.2</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>14.8</td>
<td>10.6</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>9.4</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>C. Parental Education (Below Median - Above Median)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>-8.4</td>
<td>-2.9</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>16.3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>11.0</td>
<td>13.3</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.6</td>
<td>-0.7</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>D. Maternal Employment (Mother Not Employed - Mother Employed)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.9</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 4</td>
<td>-1.5</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age 3</td>
<td>-1.9</td>
<td>-2.1</td>
<td>-1.7</td>
<td>-3.2</td>
<td>-2.5</td>
<td>-3.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sources:* Public use microdata samples from the Decennial Census (1920-2000) and American Community Survey (2006-18) (Ruggles et al., 2020).